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It is already a standard for today’s information systems to provide personalized
information to users and about the users. The user profiles have been in use since
the very beginning of computer systems but they have not always been used to
alter the content that the user sees. With more powerful hardware new ways of
processing the information have been created and with more users having access
to computer systems there have been increasing needs to make the systems to
behave differently for different users. The needs arise from both creators and
users of the systems. The creators try to make their product more attractive,
more usable and to gain a greater part of users on the market. The users need to
find the information they need more quickly, they want the system to be smarter
and to do the hard work of searching and filtering the information, so that the
user does not have to spend their time working with the system.
1.2 Content
There are many kinds of information: textual, images, video and others as well as
their combinations. What is meant by content are metadata used to describe the
original information, so that no further processing is needed. The information
are usually annotated by their attributes. For example, movies can be annotated
by genre, actors, year of production, director and country of origin. What is not
meant by content are data that have a certain content, but it would need further
processing. For example, if we were to recommend textual data like articles, we
would need to process the text to extract certain features of the article. Or if
we were to recommend videos that have no further metadata, it is not really a
content based recommendation.
1.3 User And Data Model
Except annotations of data, there are many other important information about
the data. Most important are ratings of the data items by individual users. We
call it explicit information, because the user explicitly specifies how much they
like the item. Then there are implicit information. By implicit is meant every
interaction of user that is not explicit. For example, number of accesses of the
item by user is implicit information, as well as time spent looking at the item
or number of scrolls on the page with the item. The user profile is essential for
providing good recommendations for user based on the properties of data items.
It is not only facts about user like their age, location and e.g. the movie genre
they like most. It is also important to store user’s preferences for individual items.
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1.4 User Identification
The user usually identifies themselves by using their login and password and using
the service or system while logged in. This is the most common case and also most
useful, as the user is credibly identified. However, sometimes the user does not
want to create and account, or it is not very useful, like in case they are buying
a car, since it does not make a sense to create an account on such a website.
In such case, there exist solutions like identifying the user using session when
browsing web, or identifying them by fingerprint of their device. The fingerprints
are especially useful if the user does not want to be identified, i.e. they want
to surf anonymously. Another advantage is, that fingerprint identification does
not use any personal data, because browser configuration is not considered to be
personal data. The idea is to use HTTP, JavaScript or Flash capabilities to gain
as much information about the device and browser as possible. For example, one
of important characteristics of browser is user agent string. It can look like this:
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/34.0.1847.116 Safari/537.36
However, the recommendation gives best results when the user works with
the software frequently. That is why we rely on proper user identification by
registration. Registration can also give us user’s demographic and geolocation in-
formation. In this thesis we use user specific information, which can be extracted




In this thesis we only allow user to rate one item once. In more complex models
it is also possible to allow user to rate one item multiple times and thus watch
his preferences in time.
Recommender systems are traditionally categorized to two or three groups.
1. Collaborative filtering algorithms
2. Content based algorithms
3. Hybrid algorithms
The idea behind collaborative filtering algorithms (CF) is that similar users
will rate the items similarly. Typical example is general user based CF: if we
want to estimate rating of item i by user u we need to find most similar users to
the user u. Similarity in this case is based on differences in the preference given
to items rated by both users. The lower the difference, the more similar are the
two users. The final estimation is usually calculated as average rating of the item
i made by a few most similar users to the user u.
The content based algorithms (CB) are based on the attributes of items. The
idea is that the user prefers some attributes to others. The estimate of rating of
item i would be calculated as a function of ratings of the individual attributes of
i.
Hybrid recommender systems are combined of the two previous ideas.
In the following sections we use two notations to describe the models: math-
ematical notation and pseudo algorithms. In mathematical notation we denote:
• R - set of all ratings in dataset. It can be seen as a user-item matrix which
is only defined for some combinations of indexes
• Ui - all users who rated item i
• Iu - all items rated by user u
• rvi - observed rating of user v for item i
• r̂ui - estimated rating of user u for item i
In pseudo algorithmic notation we use a global data object called dataModel
which holds all the ratings and it has the following methods:
• getPreference(user, item) - returns one rating from the user-item ma-
trix:
Ruser,item (2.1)
• getUsers() - returns all the users. In implementation, it usually returns
user IDs or references to users.
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• getItemsRatings(user) - returns all the items and ratings for them for
the user. In implementation it can be understood as a list of pairs of item
identification and a rating value. Using mathematical notation it can be
understood as a sequence of pairs where first item in pair is from Iu and
the second item in pair is corresponding rating rui where i ∈ Iu
• getRatedByUser(user) - returns all the items rated by user. In imple-
mentation, it usually returns user IDs or references to users. Using mathe-
matical notation it can be understood as a set Iu.
2.2 General user based collaborative filtering
For this model it is essential to define user neighborhood and user similarity
models. Once they are defined we proceed as follows:
Algorithm 1 User based Collaborative Filtering
1: procedure Estimate(user, item)
2: totalPreference← 0.0
3: totalSimilarity← 0.0
4: neighbors← find neighbors(user)
5: for all neighbor← neighbors do
6: preference← dataModel.getPreference(neighbor, item)
7: similarity← user similarity(user, neighbor)
8: totalPreference← totalPreference + preference ∗ similarity
9: totalSimilarity← totalSimilarity + similarity
10: end for
11: return totalPreference / totalSimilarity
12: end procedure
This algorithm is universal for all definitions of models for user neighborhood
and user similarity. First we find the neighbors of the specified user. This neigh-
borhood contains a certain number of other users who are somehow most similar
to the specified user. The neighborhood can contain only users who rated the
specified item, but it is not required. Then for each user from the neighborhood
we extract the preference of the neighbor for the specified item from the data
model and we count the similarity of the neighbor and the specified user. By
multiplying these two numbers we calculate weighted preference. In the end we
divide weighted preference by total weight (sum of all similarities).
In mathematical notation the algorithm would be written as follows:
Ubcf(i, u) =
∑
n∈Neighbors(u)(Pref(i, n) ∗ Sim(n, u))∑
n∈Neighbors(u) Sim(n, u)
(2.2)
Where function Pref(i,n) denotes preference of user n for item i and function
Sim(n,u) denotes similarity of users n and u which will be defined later.
We now need to define algorithm for finding most similar neighbors. One of
very well known algorithms is called Nearest N User Neighborhood and is defined
as follows:
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Algorithm 2 Nearest N User Neighborhood
1: procedure Find neighbors(theUser)
2: users← dataModel.getUsers()
3: topUsers← empty list
4: for all user← users do
5: similarity← user similarity(user, theUser)
6: topUsers← topUsers + (user, similarity)
7: end for
8: topUsers← sort(topUsers)
9: return take users(topUsers, N)
10: end procedure
The algorithm uses model for calculating user similarity, which is not neces-
sarily the same model as used in Algorithm 1. It returns the N most similar users
from all the users, where the user similarity is defined arbitrarily. In Algorithm 2
the sort works by comparing the similarities and take users just returns N
best results.
In mathematical notation the algorithm would be written as follows:
Neighbors(u) = {v ∈ U |Sim(u, v) ≥
maxw∈U(Sim(u,w)||{x ∈ U |Sim(x, u) ≥ Sim(u,w)}| = N)}
(2.3)
The user similarity is one of the essential parts of user based collaborative
filtering algorithms. Euclidean distance of users’ ratings is defined as:
Algorithm 3 Euclidean Distance Similarity
1: procedure User similarity(user1, user2 )
2: itemsRatings1← dataModel.getItemsRatings(user1)
3: itemsRatings2← dataModel.getItemsRatings(user2)
4: commonItems← get common items(itemsRatings1, itemsRatings2)
5: diffSquared← 0
6: for all item← commonItems do
7: x← itemsRatings1[item]
8: y← itemsRatings2[item]
9: diffSquared← diffSquared + (x - y)2
10: end for
11: n← length of(commonItems)




First we extract only the items that both users rated. We will denote the
number of such items as n. Then for each such item we extract rating of both
users and we calculate squared difference of these two numbers. We then sum the
squared differences. Then we apply the square root to calculate the Euclidean
distance. We could simply write 1/(1 +
√
diffSquared) but this method has a
drawback that if many ratings are present with only small differences, it behaves
similarly to a situation with few ratings with bigger differences. We want to
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eliminate this by calculating the similarity as 1/(1 +
√
diffSquared / n), i.e. di-
viding the sum of squared differences by n. The reason behind it is that the more
ratings there are, the bigger chance is that the squared difference will be bigger.
However, if it is small, it should not behave in the same way as in the case with
few ratings.










Where Iu,v is a set of items rated by both users u and v and Rui denotes rating
of item i by user u.
2.3 General item based collaborative filtering
Algorithm 4 Item based Collaborative Filtering




5: for all ratedItem← ratedItems do
6: preference← dataModel.getPreference(user, ratedItem)
7: similarity← item similarity(item, ratedItem)
8: totalPreference← totalPreference + preference ∗ similarity
9: totalSimilarity← totalSimilarity + similarity
10: end for
11: return totalPreference / totalSimilarity
12: end procedure
As in the user based collaborative filtering algorithm, the similarity is one of
the essential parts of user based collaborative filtering algorithms. However, the
similarity is now calculated between items, not users. First we extract all the
items rated by the specified user from the data model. Then for each such item
we extract a preference of specified user to this item from the data model and we
calculate similarity between this item and specified item. By multiplying these
two numbers we calculate weighted preference. In the end we divide weighted
preference by total weight (sum of all similarities).
Mathematically the algorithm could be written as:
Ibcf(i, u) =
∑
j∈Iu(Pref(j, u) ∗ Sim(i, j))∑
j∈Iu Sim(i, j)
(2.5)
where Iu is a set of all items rated by user u.
Similarly to the euclidean distance between two users, the euclidean distance
between two items is defined as:
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Algorithm 5 Euclidean Distance Similarity
1: procedure Item similarity(item1, item2 )
2: usersRatings1← dataModel.getUsersRatings(item1)
3: usersRatings2← dataModel.getUsersRatings(item2)
4: commonUsers← get common users(usersRatings1, usersRatings2)
5: diffSquared← 0
6: for all user← commonUsers do
7: x← usersRatings1[user]
8: y← usersRatings2[user]
9: diffSquared← diffSquared + (x - y)2
10: end for
11: n← length of(commonItems)




This algorithm is very similar to previously mentioned algorithm for calculat-
ing user similarity. The only difference is that in a user-item matrix with ratings
we switched users and items, or put in other words, we transposed the matrix.










where Ui,j is a set of all users who rated both item i and item j.
2.4 Average models for recommendation
These models are based on calculating average rating, either average of all the
user’s ratings, or average of one item as rated by all the users. We will use:
1. User average
2. Item average
The User average model calculates the missing ratings as an average value of








where Iu denotes all the items rated by user u.
The Item average model works similarly to User average model but the aver-








where Ui denotes all the users who rated item i.
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where R denotes all the ratings in dataset.
We propose slightly modified model called Item And User Average which














Each of the equations (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) represents its own model for
recommendation.
2.5 Hybrid algorithms
We propose a hybrid CF algorithm based on General user based collaborative
filtering. The User Similarity model is based on individual attributes of an item.
Let SAi denote a set of attribute values for attribute Ai. The attribute can be e.g.
genres of a movie and the set of attribute values can be e.g. Drama and Thriller.
Let ruv denote average rating of items that have attribute value v rated by user
u. To calculate User Similarity of users u1 and u2 on one categorical attribute Ai
we take all the common attribute values of a single attribute from items rated by
both users and we calculate the normalized average of their differences:












where MaxDiff denotes maximum of difference in rating, e.g. when the rating
is on scale 1 to 5 then MaxDiff is equal to 4. It is easy to see that simA ∈ [0, 1].
To calculate User Similarity of users u1 and u2 on one numerical attribute Ai
we take the preferred values of both users for this attribute and we normalize the





















where MaxDiffAi denotes maximum of differences of values for the attribute
Ai.










where varuAi is the variance of the user’s rating of items with attribute Ai and
MaxVar is the maximal possible variance in the ratings.




Ai∈A simAi(u1, u2) ∗ weightAi∑
Ai∈AweightAi
(2.15)
as the similarity of the users u1 and u2. The weight weightAi for attribute Ai
is used to tune the model in more details and in this thesis we put weightAi = 1.
Next, we propose a hybrid CF algorithm based on General item based col-
laborative filtering. The Item Similarity model is based on similar attributes of
the two items. Let SAk denote a set of attribute values for attribute Ak. Let S
i
Ak
denote a set of attribute values for attribute Ak which the item i contains. To
calculate Item Similarity of items i1 and i2 on one categorical attribute Ai we











Another model we propose is also based on General user based collaborative
filtering with idea taken from [1]. In this model the similarity of users u1 and
u2 is calculated as similarity of variances of ratings. For nominal attributes we
define similarity of users u1 and u2 as:
simAi(u1, u2) =
1




where MaxV ar is maximum variance of ratings. For example, when ratings are
from interval [0, 4], variance of ratings is maximum if they are minimum and
maximum numbers on the rating scale, i.e. 0 and 4 in this case. The value of







where V ars(ui) is variance of ratings among all rated items by user ui for single
attribute value s. Variance is defined as follows:
V ar(X) = E[(X − E[X])2] (2.19)
2.6 Content Based algorithms
Direct approach of calculating the user preference for item i led us to definition
of the next model: first we fix one attribute Ak. Then for each attribute value
from set of attribute values SAk we calculate average rating by the given user.
Then we take only the attribute values of the item i that the user u rated and
we calculate an average of the ratings for these attribute values. By calculating






| ∪k∈A SAk |
(2.20)
where avg(v, u) denotes average rating of property value v by user u.
From the classical data mining algorithms we chose decision trees, Naive Bayes
algorithm and logistic regression. Decision trees family of algorithms in this thesis
consists of C4.5, Random Tree and Random Forest algorithms. We propose an
algorithm which combines what we call global and local classifiers. The global
classifier is trained on the whole dataset while the local classifier is trained for
each user only on the items rated by the user. The result is a combination of the
two results:
C(u, i) =
Cglobal(u, i) ∗ weightglobal + Clocal(u, i) ∗ weightlocal
weightglobal + weightlocal
(2.21)
where C is the result of combined classifier, Cglobal is the result of the global
classifier and Clocal is the result of the local classifier.
2.7 Matrix Factorization
These models work using only ratings and do not take any content into ac-
count. For experiments we used SVD++ Factorization as described in [3] and
Alternating-Least-Squares with Weighted-λ-Regularization as described in [4]. These
models were designed for famous Netflix Prize competition. In this thesis we do
not try to alter these algorithms or enhance them in any way. Therefore we do
not include more specific description of these algorithms.
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3. Metrics
We use a few different metrics to measure how good the predictions of the models
are.
3.1 Root mean square error
This metrics is one of the most frequently used metrics in various publications.
It is defined as follows:
RMSE(r̂) =
√





From the definition of RMSE is obvious that the penalty for incorrect estimate
of rating grows quadratically with the difference of estimated rating and observed
rating. On the other hand, it also obvious that the metric is symmetric, because
the penalization is equal if the predicted rating and observed rating are 1 and 5
respectively and if they are 5 and 1 respectively. This might not always be desired.
Therefore we propose similar metrics with slightly different characteristics.
3.2 Weighted root mean square error
We propose weighted RMSE which we expect to correct one of the characteris-
tics of RMSE where predicted rating and observed rating with values 1 and 5
respectively and another situation with values 5 and 1 respectively yield the same
penalty. We want to give higher penalty for wrong predictions r̂ where the rating
r is high and vice versa. The reason behind this proposal is that we are often
interested in good prediction of high rated items and we do not give very much
emphasis to the low rated items.
RMSE(r̂) =
√∑n
i=1((r̂i − ri) ∗ weightri)2
n
(3.2)





so that on scale 1 to 10 the weightr has values 1/10 to 1. If the scale is
something different, i.e. 0 to 4 as it is in the Sushi dataset, we correct the
ratings, so that weightr has values 1/5 to 1, as there are 5 different ratings.
3.3 Kendall’s tau
This metrics is a measure of similarity of two orderings or in other words, a
similarity of rank correlation. Let us have two orderings u1 . . . un and v1 . . . vn of
the same numbers, such that vi and ui are unique. Then we say the pair (ui, vi)
and (uj, vj) is concordant if ui < uj and vi < vj or ui > uj and vi > vj. Otherwise









1/2n ∗ (n− 1)
(3.4)
Because there are exactly 1/2n∗(n−1) pairs (ui, vi) and (uj, vj), the Kendall’s




The MovieLens datasets are well known and used datasets for experimentation
in recommender systems research area. There are three sets, MovieLens 100k,
MovieLens 1M and MovieLens 10M with approximately 100,000, 1,000,000 and
10,000,000 ratings respectively. In this thesis we use the MovieLens 1M dataset.
The dataset contains preferences of users to a collection of movies. Ratings are
on scale 1-5. We provide basic statistics about the set in the table 4.1.





Average rating count per item 269.89
Average rating count per user 165.60
4.2 Joined MovieLens and IMDb datasets
Along with ratings the dataset contains the title of each movie. The titles were
used to gain more information about the movies by joining the dataset with infor-
mation provided by IMDb. We were able to successfully add information about
genres, directors, actors and actresses to the MovieLens1M movies information.
The table 4.2 shows number of cases in which various attributes were added to
the movies. In total there were 389 movies in which one of the four attributes
could not be determined from the IMDb dataset. This is due to the fact that not
every movie from MovieLens1M dataset exists in IMDb dataset. Also not every
movie necessarily has actors or actresses, therefore we do not limit the dataset to
only movies which were successfully matched in all four attributes. The number
of movies in MovieLens1M dataset is 3,883, but only 3,706 of them are actually
rated.
Table 4.2: Joining MovieLens1M and IMDb datasets







This dataset contains preferences of sushi eaters to a collection of sushis. Each
user rated exactly 10 pieces of sushi on scale 0-4. We provide basic statistics
about the set in the table 4.3.





Average rating count per item 500
Exact rating count per user 10
4.4 Notebooks dataset
The Notebooks dataset contains artificially generated preferences of users to note-
book computers. Each user’s ratings are based on a psychological model of prefer-
ences towards various parameters of notebooks. We provide basic statistics about
the set in the table 4.4






There are several models that were used using the same data to compare the mod-
els. Except of the proposed models based on the attributes of items we also tested
slightly modified model called User Based Collaborative Filtering as implemented
in Taste framework, version 0.8 using the distance measures Euclidean distance
and Pearson Correlation. The modification was made to the class GenericUser-
BasedRecommender so that the estimated rating for an item is computed as an
average of ratings of only those users that rated the item, not all the closest
users. This modification increases the ratio of items that could be recommended
to items that could not be recommended. In original implementation there could
be situations where out of N closest users to the user u none of them rated the
item i and therefore the average could not be computed.
Another model from Taste framework that we use is called Item Based Col-
laborative Filtering using the same distance measures as in previous case. Taste
offers also so called User Average model as well as Item Average model.
The matrix factorization techniques offered by Taste framework are SVD++
Factorizer and ALSWR Factorizer, which stands for Alternating-Least-Squares
with Weighted- λ -Regularization.
We abbreviate the algorithm names as follows:
• UBED - User Based Collaborative Filtering with Euclidean Distance
• UBPC - User Based Collaborative Filtering with Pearson Correlation Dis-
tance
• IBED - Item Based Collaborative Filtering with Euclidean Distance
• UA - User Average
• IA - Item Average
• IUA - Item User Average
• IAUA - Item And User Average
• SVDSGDxInF - Matrix Factorization using SVD++ Factorizer with x iter-
ations and n features
• SVDALSWRxInF - Matrix Factorization using ALSWR Factorizer with x
iterations and n features
• SO - SlopeOne algorithm
The calculations were run using 0.3 as evaluation percentage and 0.7 as train-
ing percentage: from the whole dataset there was randomly selected a set of users
for evaluation and the rating from these users were randomly divided into training
and testing set. Each experiment was executed 100 times.
The following table provides an overview of combination of datasets, metrics




UBED, UBPC, UBMLUS RMSE
SVDSGD, SVDALSWR WRMSE
IBED, IBPC, UA, IA, IUA Tau
IAUA, IBMIS, SO, MLCB
Sushi
UBED, UBS, UBW, UBWD RMSE
SVDSGD, SVDALSWR WRMSE
IBED, IBPC, UA, IA, IUA Tau
IAUA, IBSIS, SO
J48, RandomTree, Logistic, NaiveBayes, RandomForest
Notebooks
UBED, UBPC, UBShdpmr RMSE
SVDSGD, SVDALSWR WRMSE
IBED, IBPC, UA, IA Tau
IUA, IAUA, NTB, SO
5.1 MovieLens1M experiments
For MovieLens1M dataset we used several models to make experiments. First
family of experiments were User Based algorithms. The common thing in all
the User Based algorithms we use is, that all have a certain number of closest
neighbors for user u to compute the average rating. We denote this number by
N . Then we used Average models and Matrix Factorization.
For User Based algorithm we use the following abbreviations:
• UBSMLUS - User Based CF with Movielens user similarity, i.e. similarities
between two users are based on similarities of rating of common attributes:
genres, directors, actors, actresses. This algorithm is described in section 2.5
in models 2.11 and 2.15.
• IBMIS - Item Based CF with Movielens item similarity, i.e. similarities be-
tween two items are based on the similarities of the genres, directors, actors
and actresses of these two items The algorithm is described in section 2.5
in model 2.16.
• MLCB - Movielens Content Based recommender, where preference is cal-
culated directly from user’s preferences for the item’s attributes. This al-
gorithm can be found in section 2.6 in model 2.20
The following experiments were run usingRMSE, WRMSE andKendall′sTau
metrics.
It is essential to notice that hybrid User Based algorithms did not perform
worse than traditional User Based Algorithms. However their performance is not
significantly better. Also note that Content Based algorithms in Other Algorithms
section were neither worst, nor best of the algorithms plotted on the same graph.
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Figure 5.1: Movielens RMSE User Based Algorithms
Figure 5.2: Movielens WRMSE User Based Algorithms
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Figure 5.3: Movielens Tau User Based Algorithms
Figure 5.4: Movielens RMSE Factorization Algorithms
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Figure 5.5: Movielens WRMSE Factorization Algorithms
Figure 5.6: Movielens Tau Factorization Algorithms
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Figure 5.7: Movielens RMSE Other Algorithms
Figure 5.8: Movielens WRMSE Other Algorithms
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Figure 5.9: Movielens Tau Other Algorithms
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5.2 Sushi experiments
For Sushi dataset we used the same models as for MovieLens1M dataset. For
User Based algorithm we use the following abbreviations:
• UBSNk - User Based CF with distance of every attribute of both items
and users, k nearest neighbors. It was executed on attributes major group,
minor group, oiliness, price and style. This algorithm can be found in
section 2.5 in models 2.11, 2.15 and 2.13.
• UBWNk - User Based CF with distance of weights of every attribute of
both items and users, k nearest neighbors. It was executed on attributes
major group, minor group, oiliness and price. This algorithm can be found
in section 2.5 in models 2.17.
• UBWDNk - User Based CF with weighted distance of every attribute of
both items and users, k nearest neighbors. It was executed on attributes
major group, minor group, oiliness and price. This algorithm is described
in section 2.5 in models 2.11, 2.15 and 2.14.
• IBSIS - Item Based CF with Sushi item similarity, i.e. similarities between
two items are based on the similarities of the major group, minor group,
oiliness, price and style of these two items The algorithm is described in
section 2.5 in model 2.16.
We also used machine learning algorithms described in section Content Based
algorithms. We abbreviate the models as follows:
• G+L - Global and Local
• G - Global
• L - Local
• G+L+U - Global and Local with User features
The following experiments were run usingRMSE, WRMSE andKendall′sTau
metrics.
For Sushi dataset the UBS and UBWD models performed better than other
User Based models. The difference is significant. Concerning the classifiers, we see
that Random Forest algorithm performed best with combined Global and Local
classifiers. Adding user data to the classifier did not yield any improvement. We
also see that IBSIS, the hybrid Item Based algorithm did not perform better than
Average models.
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Figure 5.10: Sushi RMSE User Based Algorithms
Figure 5.11: Sushi WRMSE User Based Algorithms
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Figure 5.12: Sushi Tau User Based Algorithms
Figure 5.13: Sushi RMSE Factorization Algorithms
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Figure 5.14: Sushi WRMSE Factorization Algorithms
Figure 5.15: Sushi Tau Factorization Algorithms
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Figure 5.16: Sushi RMSE Classifiers
Figure 5.17: Sushi WRMSE Classifiers
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Figure 5.18: Sushi Tau Classifiers
Figure 5.19: Sushi RMSE Other Algorithms
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Figure 5.20: Sushi WRMSE Other Algorithms
Figure 5.21: Sushi Tau Other Algorithms
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5.3 Notebooks experiments
For User Based algorithm we use the following abbreviations:
• UBShdpmrNk - User Based CF with distance of HDD, display, price, man-
ufacturer and RAM ratings with k neighbors. This algorithm can be found
in section 2.5 in models 2.11, 2.15 and 2.13.
• NTB - Notebooks Content Based recommender, where preference is calcu-
lated directly from user’s preferences for the item’s attributes. This algo-
rithm can be found in section 2.6 in model 2.20
The following experiments were run usingRMSE, WRMSE andKendall′sTau
metrics.
For the Notebooks dataset we see that User Based hybrid algorithm did not
perform better than standard User Based model with Euclidean Distance. The
NTB model, based on content, was one of the worst models tested in Notebooks
dataset.
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Figure 5.22: Notebooks RMSE User Based Algorithms
Figure 5.23: Notebooks WRMSE User Based Algorithms
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Figure 5.24: Notebooks Tau User Based Algorithms
Figure 5.25: Notebooks RMSE Factorization Algorithms
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Figure 5.26: Notebooks WRMSE Factorization Algorithms
Figure 5.27: Notebooks Tau Factorization Algorithms
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Figure 5.28: Notebooks RMSE Other Algorithms
Figure 5.29: Notebooks WRMSE Other Algorithms
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Figure 5.30: Notebooks Tau Other Algorithms
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6. Results
6.1 Comparison of models for the same metrics
and dataset
To see the results of the models run on already mentioned datasets, please con-
sult chapter 9. In this section we try to show how the selected models performed
with fixed dataset and fixed metrics. We see that matrix factorization algorithms
performed better than other models. However, these models are not a primary
subject of the thesis, therefore we focus on models which use content for pre-
diction. We see that with Movielens dataset, the UBMLUS model performed
quite well and better than others User Based methods. In the Sushi dataset, the
UBWD model and UBSN model performed quite well again. In the Notebooks
dataset we do not see any extraordinary performance of Content Based models.
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Figure 6.1: Movielens RMSE best algorithms
Figure 6.2: Movielens WRMSE best algorithms
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Figure 6.3: Movielens Tau best algorithms
Figure 6.4: Sushi RMSE best algorithms
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Figure 6.5: Sushi WRMSE best algorithms
Figure 6.6: Sushi Tau best algorithms
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Figure 6.7: Notebooks RMSE best algorithms
Figure 6.8: Notebooks WRMSE best algorithms
40
Figure 6.9: Notebooks Tau best algorithms
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7. Conclusion
From the charts we can see that content based algorithms sometimes perform
better than standard algorithms, sometimes worse. The performance depends on
the dataset itself. Even if the content based models performed better, the gain was
not very significant. It is impossible to say that content based models or hybrid
models are better or worse in general. In the recent article from Fortune.com,
Todd Yellin from netflix said that “geography, gender and age are garbage” for
prediction, as can be found in [9].
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8. List of Abbreviations
The following abbreviations can be found in the text of thesis:
• CF - Collaborative Filtering
• CB - Content Based
• RMSE - Root Mean Square Error
• IMDb - The Internet Movie Database
• SVD - Singular Value Decomposition
• ALSWR - Alternating-Least-Squares with Weighted-λ-Regularization
• UBED - User Based Collaborative Filtering with Euclidean Distance
• UBPC - User Based Collaborative Filtering with Pearson Correlation Dis-
tance
• IBED - Item Based Collaborative Filtering with Euclidean Distance
• UA - User Average
• IA - Item Average
• IUA - Item User Average
• IAUA - Item And User Average
• SVDSGD - Matrix Factorization using SVD and Stochastic Gradient De-
scent
• SO - SlopeOne algorithm
• UBMLUS - User Based Movielens User Similarity
• IBMIS - Item Based Movielens Item Similarity
• UBS - User Based with Sushi User Similarity
• UBW - User Based with Sushi User Weights Similarity
• UBWD - User Based with Sushi User Weighted Similarity
• IBSIS - Item Based Sushi Item Similarity




Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBEDN5 449972 28 9 1.271 0.015
UBEDN10 449964 36 9 1.215 0.011
UBEDN15 449954 46 9 1.198 0.012
UBEDN20 449968 32 9 1.191 0.014
UBEDN25 449949 51 10 1.184 0.013
UBEDN30 449968 32 11 1.185 0.013
UBEDN35 449962 38 11 1.183 0.012
UBEDN40 449958 42 11 1.182 0.011
UBEDN45 449964 36 11 1.181 0.013
UBEDN50 449968 32 11 1.181 0.013
UBEDN75 449971 29 13 1.182 0.011
UBEDN100 449967 33 13 1.184 0.012
UBPCN5 411769 38231 8 1.428 0.016
UBPCN10 411347 38653 8 1.509 0.019
UBPCN15 411860 38140 8 1.58 0.023
UBPCN20 411493 38507 9 1.639 0.022
UBPCN25 411227 38773 9 1.672 0.02
UBPCN30 411972 38028 9 1.696 0.022
UBPCN35 411086 38914 9 1.705 0.022
UBPCN40 411725 38275 9 1.714 0.022
UBPCN45 411967 38033 9 1.714 0.02
UBPCN50 411649 38351 9 1.715 0.022
UBPCN75 411425 38575 9 1.717 0.022
UBPCN100 411735 38265 9 1.716 0.024
IBED 449943 57 4 1.243 0.014
IBPC 445633 4367 4 1.547 0.023
UA 450000 0 1 1.253 0.012
IA 450000 0 1 1.198 0.015
IUA 450000 0 1 1.174 0.013
IAUA 450000 0 1 1.158 0.013
gl J48 450000 0 17 1.188 0.014
gl RandomTree 450000 0 12 1.159 0.013
gl Logistic 450000 0 530 1.224 0.015
gl NaiveBayes 450000 0 11 1.234 0.015
gl RandomForest 450000 0 558 1.133 0.01
g J48 450000 0 10 1.215 0.015
g RandomTree 450000 0 7 1.2 0.012
g Logistic 450000 0 195 1.228 0.012
g NaiveBayes 450000 0 6 1.243 0.013
g RandomForest 450000 0 90 1.198 0.015
45
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
l J48 450000 0 10 1.362 0.016
l RandomTree 450000 0 10 1.373 0.018
l Logistic 450000 0 333 1.518 0.018
l NaiveBayes 450000 0 9 1.485 0.016
l RandomForest 450000 0 480 1.233 0.013
glu J48 450000 0 56 1.214 0.012
glu RandomTree 450000 0 21 1.299 0.014
glu Logistic 450000 0 6823 1.227 0.014
glu NaiveBayes 450000 0 14 1.238 0.015
glu RandomForest 450000 0 1178 1.174 0.013
SVDSGD10I4F 450000 0 23 1.448 0.026
SVDSGD10I5F 450000 0 26 1.439 0.026
SVDSGD10I6F 450000 0 30 1.44 0.028
SVDSGD10I7F 450000 0 34 1.435 0.026
SVDSGD10I8F 450000 0 37 1.437 0.027
SVDSGD10I9F 450000 0 41 1.432 0.024
SVDSGD10I10F 450000 0 46 1.439 0.03
SVDSGD10I11F 450000 0 49 1.438 0.025
SVDSGD10I12F 450000 0 54 1.437 0.025
SVDSGD10I13F 450000 0 58 1.436 0.027
SVDALSWR10I1F 450000 0 16 1.076 0.013
SVDALSWR10I2F 450000 0 24 1.079 0.014
SVDALSWR10I3F 450000 0 30 1.078 0.012
SVDALSWR10I4F 450000 0 40 1.08 0.014
SVDALSWR10I5F 450000 0 51 1.082 0.012
SVDALSWR10I6F 450000 0 65 1.085 0.013
SVDALSWR10I7F 450000 0 81 1.086 0.012
SVDALSWR10I8F 450000 0 100 1.088 0.013
SVDALSWR10I9F 450000 0 122 1.088 0.013
SVDALSWR10I10F 450000 0 148 1.087 0.012
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBSN5 440376 9624 89 1.209 0.014
UBSN10 440181 9819 90 1.167 0.015
UBSN15 440538 9462 93 1.153 0.014
UBSN20 440187 9813 95 1.142 0.012
UBSN25 440304 9696 99 1.138 0.014
UBSN30 440349 9651 99 1.136 0.012
UBSN35 440139 9861 99 1.132 0.012
UBSN40 440370 9630 100 1.131 0.012
UBSN45 440307 9693 103 1.13 0.012
UBSN50 440379 9621 104 1.129 0.013
UBSN75 440121 9879 112 1.133 0.012
UBSN100 440553 9447 120 1.14 0.012
UBWN5 450000 0 195 1.255 0.015
UBWN10 450000 0 197 1.208 0.014
UBWN15 450000 0 200 1.193 0.012
UBWN20 450000 0 205 1.186 0.013
UBWN25 450000 0 209 1.179 0.014
UBWN30 450000 0 213 1.179 0.013
UBWN35 450000 0 218 1.176 0.012
UBWN40 450000 0 222 1.177 0.014
UBWN45 450000 0 227 1.177 0.011
UBWN50 450000 0 231 1.177 0.011
UBWN75 450000 0 249 1.175 0.011
UBWN100 450000 0 268 1.178 0.011
IBSIS 450000 0 1 1.236 0.012
UBWDN5 440298 9702 661 1.201 0.015
UBWDN10 440430 9570 666 1.16 0.012
UBWDN15 440271 9729 679 1.145 0.013
UBWDN20 440178 9822 684 1.138 0.012
UBWDN25 440325 9675 693 1.133 0.011
UBWDN30 440403 9597 695 1.131 0.012
UBWDN35 440547 9453 694 1.127 0.012
UBWDN40 440481 9519 701 1.128 0.013
UBWDN45 440235 9765 705 1.128 0.012
UBWDN50 440094 9906 707 1.128 0.011
UBWDN75 440316 9684 713 1.129 0.011
UBWDN100 440328 9672 716 1.133 0.013
IBSIS 450000 0 1 1.237 0.014
SO 450000 0 2 1.192 0.012
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Sushi WRMSE results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBEDN5 449970 30 9 0.884 0.018
UBEDN10 449976 24 10 0.865 0.018
UBEDN15 449960 40 9 0.863 0.018
UBEDN20 449973 27 10 0.86 0.015
UBEDN25 449964 36 10 0.855 0.015
UBEDN30 449968 32 10 0.858 0.017
UBEDN35 449956 44 11 0.858 0.018
UBEDN40 449957 43 11 0.851 0.017
UBEDN45 449973 27 12 0.853 0.016
UBEDN50 449971 29 12 0.854 0.017
UBEDN75 449966 34 13 0.856 0.016
UBEDN100 449959 41 14 0.857 0.018
UBPCN5 411709 38291 8 0.917 0.019
UBPCN10 411798 38202 8 0.951 0.019
UBPCN15 411758 38242 8 0.977 0.02
UBPCN20 411345 38655 9 0.992 0.019
UBPCN25 412123 37877 9 1.004 0.021
UBPCN30 411586 38414 9 1.006 0.02
UBPCN35 411340 38660 9 1.013 0.021
UBPCN40 411469 38531 9 1.014 0.02
UBPCN45 411565 38435 9 1.012 0.019
UBPCN50 411631 38369 9 1.015 0.021
UBPCN75 411561 38439 9 1.014 0.019
UBPCN100 411969 38031 9 1.012 0.02
IBED 449939 61 4 0.838 0.015
IBPC 445519 4481 4 0.914 0.021
UA 450000 0 1 0.84 0.016
IA 450000 0 1 0.854 0.015
IUA 450000 0 1 0.778 0.016
IAUA 450000 0 1 0.818 0.016
gl J48 450000 0 17 0.832 0.018
gl RandomTree 450000 0 12 0.805 0.017
gl Logistic 450000 0 524 0.829 0.019
gl NaiveBayes 450000 0 10 0.878 0.016
gl RandomForest 450000 0 556 0.791 0.017
g J48 450000 0 10 0.87 0.02
g RandomTree 450000 0 6 0.859 0.016
g Logistic 450000 0 196 0.881 0.017
g NaiveBayes 450000 0 6 0.889 0.014
48
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
g RandomForest 450000 0 91 0.854 0.015
l J48 450000 0 10 0.885 0.019
l RandomTree 450000 0 9 0.875 0.018
l Logistic 450000 0 329 0.934 0.019
l NaiveBayes 450000 0 9 0.993 0.022
l RandomForest 450000 0 473 0.806 0.019
glu J48 450000 0 56 0.846 0.015
glu RandomTree 450000 0 20 0.855 0.019
glu Logistic 450000 0 7335 0.826 0.019
glu NaiveBayes 450000 0 14 0.879 0.02
glu RandomForest 450000 0 1173 0.801 0.017
SVDSGD10I4F 450000 0 23 0.555 0.009
SVDSGD10I5F 450000 0 25 0.553 0.009
SVDSGD10I6F 450000 0 29 0.553 0.008
SVDSGD10I7F 450000 0 33 0.552 0.007
SVDSGD10I8F 450000 0 37 0.553 0.009
SVDSGD10I9F 450000 0 41 0.552 0.009
SVDSGD10I10F 450000 0 45 0.552 0.008
SVDSGD10I11F 450000 0 50 0.554 0.009
SVDSGD10I12F 450000 0 53 0.552 0.009
SVDSGD10I13F 450000 0 58 0.552 0.008
SVDALSWR10I1F 450000 0 15 0.821 0.014
SVDALSWR10I2F 450000 0 23 0.815 0.016
SVDALSWR10I3F 450000 0 30 0.815 0.017
SVDALSWR10I4F 450000 0 39 0.816 0.014
SVDALSWR10I5F 450000 0 50 0.814 0.015
SVDALSWR10I6F 450000 0 64 0.814 0.016
SVDALSWR10I7F 450000 0 80 0.817 0.015
SVDALSWR10I8F 450000 0 98 0.817 0.013
SVDALSWR10I9F 450000 0 120 0.814 0.016
SVDALSWR10I10F 450000 0 145 0.818 0.013
UBSN5 440535 9465 93 0.817 0.02
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBSN10 440013 9987 93 0.805 0.019
UBSN15 440310 9690 96 0.799 0.016
UBSN20 440253 9747 99 0.797 0.016
UBSN25 440265 9735 100 0.796 0.017
UBSN30 440106 9894 102 0.8 0.016
UBSN35 440307 9693 105 0.804 0.016
UBSN40 440448 9552 107 0.804 0.017
UBSN45 440370 9630 109 0.806 0.018
UBSN50 439899 10101 111 0.809 0.017
UBSN75 440097 9903 120 0.809 0.017
UBSN100 440493 9507 127 0.821 0.016
UBWN5 450000 0 192 0.857 0.017
UBWN10 450000 0 196 0.837 0.018
UBWN15 450000 0 200 0.835 0.017
UBWN20 450000 0 206 0.831 0.018
UBWN25 450000 0 217 0.832 0.015
UBWN30 450000 0 215 0.831 0.016
UBWN35 450000 0 218 0.83 0.018
UBWN40 450000 0 222 0.833 0.017
UBWN45 450000 0 226 0.835 0.019
UBWN50 450000 0 231 0.836 0.016
UBWN75 450000 0 249 0.836 0.016
UBWN100 450000 0 268 0.842 0.015
UBWDN5 440190 9810 672 0.811 0.017
UBWDN10 440433 9567 676 0.798 0.018
UBWDN15 440193 9807 684 0.798 0.017
UBWDN20 440271 9729 692 0.794 0.016
UBWDN25 440349 9651 696 0.792 0.016
UBWDN30 440349 9651 700 0.798 0.015
UBWDN35 440001 9999 706 0.803 0.018
UBWDN40 440148 9852 707 0.798 0.015
UBWDN45 440412 9588 709 0.799 0.016
UBWDN50 440286 9714 713 0.806 0.018
UBWDN75 440352 9648 718 0.809 0.015
UBWDN100 440322 9678 721 0.815 0.017
IBSIS 450000 0 1 0.833 0.016
SO 450000 0 2 0.788 0.016
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Sushi Tau results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBEDN5 449964 36 9 0.398 0.017
UBEDN10 449966 34 9 0.484 0.015
UBEDN15 449968 32 9 0.517 0.014
UBEDN20 449964 36 10 0.531 0.015
UBEDN25 449959 41 10 0.543 0.013
UBEDN30 449965 35 10 0.553 0.012
UBEDN35 449958 42 11 0.556 0.013
UBEDN40 449960 40 11 0.56 0.012
UBEDN45 449971 29 11 0.561 0.014
UBEDN50 449959 41 12 0.565 0.012
UBEDN75 449950 50 13 0.566 0.014
UBEDN100 449971 29 14 0.567 0.014
UBPCN5 411927 38073 8 0.379 0.018
UBPCN10 411540 38460 8 0.4 0.015
UBPCN15 411407 38593 8 0.379 0.02
UBPCN20 412266 37734 9 0.357 0.019
UBPCN25 411430 38570 9 0.343 0.017
UBPCN30 412130 37870 9 0.331 0.02
UBPCN35 411541 38459 9 0.324 0.02
UBPCN40 411934 38066 9 0.324 0.019
UBPCN45 412082 37918 9 0.319 0.019
UBPCN50 411430 38570 9 0.322 0.02
UBPCN75 411445 38555 9 0.326 0.02
UBPCN100 411454 38546 9 0.321 0.017
IBED 449950 50 5 0.381 0.018
IBPC 445599 4401 5 0.28 0.018
UA 450000 0 1 -1 0
IA 450000 0 1 0.561 0.013
IUA 450000 0 1 0.536 0.015
IAUA 450000 0 1 0.562 0.014
gl J48 450000 0 17 0.414 0.062
gl RandomTree 450000 0 12 0.542 0.014
gl Logistic 450000 0 530 0.478 0.016
gl NaiveBayes 450000 0 11 0.478 0.014
gl RandomForest 450000 0 559 0.575 0.011
g J48 450000 0 10 0.415 0.086
g RandomTree 450000 0 7 0.56 0.015
g Logistic 450000 0 196 0.504 0.013
g NaiveBayes 450000 0 6 0.499 0.013
51
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
g RandomForest 450000 0 92 0.562 0.014
l J48 450000 0 10 -0.564 0.014
l RandomTree 450000 0 10 -0.148 0.018
l Logistic 450000 0 335 0.238 0.018
l NaiveBayes 450000 0 9 0.145 0.019
l RandomForest 450000 0 477 0.368 0.015
glu J48 450000 0 56 0.32 0.063
glu RandomTree 450000 0 21 0.287 0.024
glu Logistic 450000 0 7376 0.477 0.015
glu NaiveBayes 450000 0 14 0.479 0.016
glu RandomForest 450000 0 1165 0.502 0.014
SVDSGD10I4F 450000 0 22 0.556 0.015
SVDSGD10I5F 450000 0 25 0.554 0.013
SVDSGD10I6F 450000 0 29 0.554 0.014
SVDSGD10I7F 450000 0 33 0.553 0.013
SVDSGD10I8F 450000 0 37 0.554 0.011
SVDSGD10I9F 450000 0 41 0.552 0.014
SVDSGD10I10F 450000 0 45 0.555 0.014
SVDSGD10I11F 450000 0 49 0.556 0.014
SVDSGD10I12F 450000 0 53 0.554 0.014
SVDSGD10I13F 450000 0 58 0.556 0.015
SVDALSWR10I1F 450000 0 16 0.541 0.013
SVDALSWR10I2F 450000 0 23 0.538 0.013
SVDALSWR10I3F 450000 0 31 0.536 0.014
SVDALSWR10I4F 450000 0 40 0.533 0.014
SVDALSWR10I5F 450000 0 52 0.531 0.014
SVDALSWR10I6F 450000 0 66 0.529 0.015
SVDALSWR10I7F 450000 0 83 0.526 0.013
SVDALSWR10I8F 450000 0 102 0.525 0.014
SVDALSWR10I9F 450000 0 125 0.52 0.013
SVDALSWR10I10F 450000 0 151 0.521 0.014
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBSN5 440430 9570 90 0.504 0.013
UBSN10 440190 9810 90 0.546 0.016
UBSN15 440127 9873 93 0.561 0.012
UBSN20 440262 9738 95 0.565 0.014
UBSN25 440388 9612 97 0.568 0.014
UBSN30 440346 9654 99 0.571 0.014
UBSN35 440445 9555 100 0.575 0.015
UBSN40 440385 9615 101 0.577 0.014
UBSN45 440367 9633 103 0.577 0.014
UBSN50 440409 9591 105 0.579 0.014
UBSN75 440526 9474 114 0.583 0.012
UBSN100 440319 9681 124 0.577 0.013
UBWN5 450000 0 192 0.481 0.014
UBWN10 450000 0 196 0.52 0.014
UBWN15 450000 0 200 0.537 0.014
UBWN20 450000 0 205 0.546 0.013
UBWN25 450000 0 209 0.547 0.013
UBWN30 450000 0 213 0.55 0.015
UBWN35 450000 0 217 0.556 0.015
UBWN40 450000 0 222 0.557 0.015
UBWN45 450000 0 227 0.559 0.013
UBWN50 450000 0 230 0.561 0.013
UBWN75 450000 0 250 0.562 0.014
UBWN100 450000 0 269 0.56 0.013
UBWDN5 440169 9831 706 0.514 0.014
UBWDN10 440400 9600 704 0.55 0.013
UBWDN15 440055 9945 707 0.561 0.014
UBWDN20 440145 9855 707 0.568 0.015
UBWDN25 440298 9702 707 0.572 0.012
UBWDN30 440268 9732 709 0.573 0.014
UBWDN35 440355 9645 710 0.577 0.015
UBWDN40 440319 9681 709 0.578 0.012
UBWDN45 440424 9576 715 0.577 0.013
UBWDN50 440172 9828 719 0.579 0.014
UBWDN75 440319 9681 721 0.58 0.013
UBWDN100 440394 9606 718 0.581 0.013
IBSIS 450000 0 1 0.422 0.014
SO 450000 0 3 0.523 0.014
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Movielens RMSE results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
mlcb 8630714 417110 1677 1.012 0.005
UBEDN5 9047439 18977 1382 1.003 0.007
UBEDN10 9065284 18853 1451 0.961 0.007
UBEDN15 9086573 18974 1511 0.949 0.006
UBEDN20 9079428 19136 1539 0.946 0.006
UBEDN25 9081594 19033 1529 0.944 0.006
UBEDN30 9101176 19114 1583 0.943 0.007
UBEDN35 9081315 19186 1615 0.945 0.006
UBEDN40 9053606 19321 1642 0.945 0.006
UBEDN45 9088515 19247 1709 0.947 0.005
UBEDN50 9045259 19298 1723 0.948 0.006
UBEDN75 9056400 18951 1900 0.953 0.006
UBEDN100 9059425 18903 2051 0.959 0.006
UBPCN5 9050292 20777 1354 1.051 0.006
UBPCN10 9087353 20824 1405 1.01 0.006
UBPCN15 9064703 20808 1446 0.996 0.006
UBPCN20 9079826 20631 1496 0.992 0.006
UBPCN25 9080445 20860 1538 0.991 0.007
UBPCN30 9033858 20943 1569 0.99 0.007
UBPCN35 9060484 20544 1624 0.991 0.007
UBPCN40 9100473 20871 1681 0.992 0.008
UBPCN45 9057973 20491 1703 0.993 0.008
UBPCN50 9027630 21118 1735 0.995 0.007
UBPCN75 9038542 20861 1916 0.999 0.007
UBPCN100 9043718 20803 2051 1.004 0.008
IBED 9104177 8054 1330 1.016 0.005
UA 9069550 0 35 1.037 0.005
IUA 9082872 7874 20 0.941 0.006
IAUA 9111116 7866 20 0.959 0.005
IA 9037734 7966 18 0.986 0.007
SO 9080465 8029 634 0.908 0.005
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBMLUSN5 9073926 19140 22030 0.968 0.006
UBMLUSN10 9067449 18941 22729 0.939 0.006
UBMLUSN15 9075436 18843 23050 0.934 0.005
UBMLUSN20 9080377 18462 23313 0.932 0.005
UBMLUSN25 9079063 18586 23370 0.932 0.005
UBMLUSN30 9086512 19051 23394 0.933 0.006
UBMLUSN35 9064057 19019 23246 0.935 0.007
UBMLUSN40 9063882 18663 23579 0.937 0.006
UBMLUSN45 9069083 18739 23551 0.937 0.005
UBMLUSN50 9055605 18709 23586 0.939 0.005
UBMLUSN75 9085193 18571 24055 0.946 0.005
UBMLUSN100 9035651 19003 23814 0.95 0.006
SVDSGD10I4F 9081593 0 4586 0.966 0.011
SVDSGD10I5F 9088855 0 6174 0.963 0.01
SVDSGD10I6F 9064033 0 7935 0.964 0.01
SVDSGD10I7F 9089719 0 9742 0.964 0.011
SVDSGD10I8F 9042663 0 11566 0.963 0.01
SVDSGD10I9F 9076592 0 13314 0.962 0.01
SVDSGD10I10F 9089861 0 15408 0.959 0.012
SVDSGD10I11F 9080303 0 17256 0.963 0.012
SVDSGD10I12F 9113549 0 18962 0.959 0.01
SVDSGD10I13F 9113079 0 20658 0.961 0.01
SVDALSWR10I1F 9087428 0 127 0.903 0.006
SVDALSWR10I2F 9078108 0 153 0.9 0.006
SVDALSWR10I3F 9106284 0 164 0.898 0.005
SVDALSWR10I4F 9075475 0 196 0.895 0.005
SVDALSWR10I5F 9111511 0 222 0.893 0.005
SVDALSWR10I6F 9070663 0 255 0.891 0.005
SVDALSWR10I7F 9091085 0 295 0.89 0.005
SVDALSWR10I8F 9116165 0 339 0.887 0.006
SVDALSWR10I9F 9065473 0 392 0.885 0.006
SVDALSWR10I10F 9072127 0 454 0.884 0.005
IBPC 9054117 29213 1413 1.042 0.011
IBMIS 8602714 481924 1845 1.012 0.005
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Movielens WRMSE results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
mlcb 8656616 418102 1672 0.88 0.004
UBEDN5 9047994 19289 1369 0.854 0.005
UBEDN10 9059474 18798 1418 0.814 0.005
UBEDN15 9043277 19219 1464 0.803 0.005
UBEDN20 9042310 19072 1498 0.799 0.005
UBEDN25 9036133 18875 1539 0.798 0.004
UBEDN30 9077989 18992 1599 0.799 0.004
UBEDN35 9047542 19223 1633 0.801 0.004
UBEDN40 9054961 19015 1677 0.803 0.004
UBEDN45 9062644 19174 1715 0.804 0.004
UBEDN50 9083441 19455 1766 0.805 0.005
UBEDN75 9048050 18877 1936 0.814 0.004
UBEDN100 9069908 18798 2107 0.822 0.004
UBPCN5 9041503 20881 1385 0.924 0.006
UBPCN10 9046270 20847 1434 0.885 0.006
UBPCN15 9071988 20793 1488 0.873 0.005
UBPCN20 9063643 21074 1533 0.87 0.006
UBPCN25 9056762 21259 1576 0.868 0.006
UBPCN30 9049978 20783 1614 0.868 0.006
UBPCN35 9075635 21094 1675 0.868 0.006
UBPCN40 9086113 20798 1726 0.869 0.006
UBPCN45 9040773 20929 1754 0.872 0.006
UBPCN50 9048392 21091 1787 0.872 0.006
UBPCN75 9091626 20857 1988 0.877 0.006
UBPCN100 9064437 20727 2127 0.883 0.006
IBED 9094991 7954 1384 0.881 0.004
UA 9109969 0 34 0.905 0.005
IUA 9052607 7900 18 0.832 0.005
IAUA 9057618 8038 18 0.833 0.004
IA 9108112 7643 17 0.859 0.006
SO 9070983 8012 625 0.798 0.004
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBMLUSN5 9060240 18977 255922 0.84 0.004
UBMLUSN10 9068395 19030 23065 0.811 0.004
UBMLUSN15 9048688 19194 22747 0.801 0.004
UBMLUSN20 9056269 19072 22738 0.799 0.005
UBMLUSN25 9035314 19022 22829 0.799 0.005
UBMLUSN30 9065320 18922 23178 0.8 0.005
UBMLUSN35 9070784 18981 23189 0.8 0.005
UBMLUSN40 9045341 18638 23062 0.802 0.004
UBMLUSN45 9079778 18673 23583 0.802 0.004
UBMLUSN50 9061416 18803 23476 0.804 0.005
UBMLUSN75 9041214 18685 23447 0.811 0.004
UBMLUSN100 9067631 18787 23963 0.816 0.005
SVDSGD10I4F 9070396 0 4593 0.753 0.004
SVDSGD10I5F 9060019 0 6224 0.753 0.005
SVDSGD10I6F 9097670 0 7995 0.752 0.004
SVDSGD10I7F 9078609 0 9843 0.751 0.005
SVDSGD10I8F 9110008 0 11663 0.751 0.005
SVDSGD10I9F 9061350 0 13520 0.751 0.005
SVDSGD10I10F 9080604 0 15359 0.751 0.005
SVDSGD10I11F 9064424 0 17168 0.75 0.005
SVDSGD10I12F 9104913 0 18911 0.749 0.005
SVDSGD10I13F 9101891 0 20725 0.749 0.004
SVDALSWR10I1F 9076893 0 133 0.797 0.005
SVDALSWR10I2F 9081813 0 155 0.794 0.004
SVDALSWR10I3F 9082048 0 176 0.792 0.004
SVDALSWR10I4F 9088981 0 201 0.79 0.004
SVDALSWR10I5F 9063440 0 229 0.788 0.004
SVDALSWR10I6F 9065485 0 265 0.787 0.004
SVDALSWR10I7F 9082329 0 305 0.785 0.004
SVDALSWR10I8F 9059288 0 349 0.784 0.004
SVDALSWR10I9F 9089488 0 404 0.782 0.004
SVDALSWR10I10F 9053069 0 465 0.781 0.005
IBPC 9046172 28811 1371 0.913 0.011
IBMIS 8569570 478238 1820 0.887 0.004
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Movielens Tau results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
mlcb 8667163 419363 1662 0.413 0.004
UBEDN5 9087658 19102 1398 0.493 0.004
UBEDN10 9063572 18946 1431 0.544 0.004
UBEDN15 9060124 19287 1484 0.562 0.004
UBEDN20 9085152 19141 1529 0.572 0.004
UBEDN25 9028706 18964 1548 0.577 0.004
UBEDN30 9060229 18900 1604 0.58 0.004
UBEDN35 9056404 19294 1646 0.583 0.004
UBEDN40 9056565 18775 1693 0.584 0.004
UBEDN45 9068605 19071 1734 0.584 0.004
UBEDN50 9069333 19340 1770 0.585 0.004
UBEDN75 9074419 18882 1950 0.587 0.004
UBEDN100 9054732 18614 2097 0.586 0.004
UBPCN5 9020068 20979 1342 0.494 0.005
UBPCN10 9076404 20736 1410 0.54 0.004
UBPCN15 9071535 21241 1455 0.556 0.004
UBPCN20 9052793 20729 1499 0.563 0.004
UBPCN25 9066480 20894 1554 0.567 0.004
UBPCN30 9056406 20885 1592 0.569 0.004
UBPCN35 9085777 21152 1645 0.57 0.005
UBPCN40 9098843 20974 1692 0.569 0.004
UBPCN45 9037512 21197 1711 0.569 0.004
UBPCN50 9043491 21110 1745 0.569 0.004
UBPCN75 9064837 21163 1930 0.568 0.004
UBPCN100 9080939 20696 2086 0.565 0.004
IBED 9085548 8269 1366 0.539 0.006
UA 9110500 0 35 -1 0
IUA 9048866 7986 20 0.558 0.004
IAUA 9065344 7836 20 0.575 0.004
IA 9047449 7904 19 0.576 0.004
SO 9072569 7878 624 0.585 0.004
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UBMLUSN5 9028771 18537 21766 0.523 0.005
UBMLUSN10 9102407 19138 23103 0.557 0.004
UBMLUSN15 9071548 18883 22879 0.569 0.004
UBMLUSN20 9065643 19175 22991 0.575 0.004
UBMLUSN25 9110041 18716 23357 0.579 0.004
UBMLUSN30 9048954 18837 23106 0.581 0.004
UBMLUSN35 9083900 18540 23441 0.583 0.004
UBMLUSN40 9048970 18721 23188 0.583 0.004
UBMLUSN45 9067688 18821 23658 0.584 0.003
UBMLUSN50 9069511 18579 23749 0.584 0.004
UBMLUSN75 9091239 19041 24154 0.584 0.004
UBMLUSN100 9072206 18587 24575 0.583 0.004
SVDSGD10I4F 9095317 0 4628 0.464 0.01
SVDSGD10I5F 9087655 0 6203 0.465 0.01
SVDSGD10I6F 9081751 0 7996 0.465 0.011
SVDSGD10I7F 9088067 0 9719 0.466 0.011
SVDSGD10I8F 9099010 0 11509 0.467 0.01
SVDSGD10I9F 9085773 0 13329 0.467 0.01
SVDSGD10I10F 9077925 0 15113 0.466 0.011
SVDSGD10I11F 9074865 0 16949 0.469 0.009
SVDSGD10I12F 9099736 0 18809 0.468 0.008
SVDSGD10I13F 9065688 0 20562 0.468 0.011
SVDALSWR10I1F 9119966 0 130 0.584 0.004
SVDALSWR10I2F 9074526 0 155 0.587 0.004
SVDALSWR10I3F 9077123 0 182 0.591 0.004
SVDALSWR10I4F 9092102 0 202 0.594 0.003
SVDALSWR10I5F 9097663 0 228 0.597 0.003
SVDALSWR10I6F 9091571 0 262 0.6 0.004
SVDALSWR10I7F 9123735 0 302 0.603 0.004
SVDALSWR10I8F 9069360 0 348 0.606 0.004
SVDALSWR10I9F 9117081 0 401 0.608 0.004
SVDALSWR10I10F 9086843 0 465 0.611 0.003
IBPC 9057429 29516 1403 0.425 0.007
IBMIS 8624863 484973 1844 0.404 0.004
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Notebooks RMSE results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
NTB 192000 0 1 0.253 0.009
UBShdpmrN2 192000 0 12 0.104 0.005
UBShdpmrN3 192000 0 13 0.102 0.005
UBShdpmrN4 192000 0 14 0.105 0.005
UBShdpmrN5 192000 0 13 0.108 0.005
UBShdpmrN6 192000 0 13 0.111 0.005
UBShdpmrN7 192000 0 13 0.113 0.005
UBShdpmrN8 192000 0 15 0.116 0.005
UBShdpmrN9 192000 0 14 0.119 0.004
UBShdpmrN10 192000 0 16 0.123 0.004
UBShdpmrN15 192000 0 17 0.14 0.004
UBShdpmrN20 192000 0 18 0.157 0.005
UBShdpmrN30 192000 0 23 0.164 0.006
UBEDN2 192000 0 3 0.083 0.003
UBEDN3 192000 0 3 0.086 0.003
UBEDN4 192000 0 3 0.089 0.003
UBEDN5 192000 0 3 0.094 0.003
UBEDN6 192000 0 3 0.096 0.003
UBEDN7 192000 0 3 0.102 0.003
UBEDN8 192000 0 3 0.105 0.003
UBEDN9 192000 0 3 0.109 0.003
UBEDN10 192000 0 3 0.113 0.003
UBEDN15 192000 0 4 0.135 0.004
UBEDN20 192000 0 4 0.155 0.005
UBEDN30 192000 0 5 0.162 0.006
UBPCN2 192000 0 3 0.088 0.006
UBPCN3 192000 0 3 0.091 0.005
UBPCN4 192000 0 3 0.093 0.005
UBPCN5 192000 0 3 0.097 0.004
UBPCN6 192000 0 3 0.099 0.005
UBPCN7 192000 0 3 0.102 0.005
UBPCN8 192000 0 3 0.106 0.007
UBPCN9 192000 0 3 0.108 0.006
UBPCN10 192000 0 3 0.113 0.008
UBPCN15 192000 0 4 0.154 0.014
UBPCN20 192000 0 4 0.229 0.027
UBPCN30 192000 0 5 0.274 0.039
IBED 192000 0 3 0.147 0.003
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UA 192000 0 0 0.15 0.004
IA 192000 0 0 0.167 0.007
IUA 192000 0 0 0.143 0.005
IAUA 192000 0 0 0.15 0.004
SVDSGD10I4F 192000 0 36 0.147 0.003
SVDSGD10I5F 192000 0 52 0.146 0.003
SVDSGD10I6F 192000 0 68 0.146 0.004
SVDSGD10I7F 192000 0 78 0.147 0.003
SVDSGD10I8F 192000 0 91 0.147 0.003
SVDSGD10I9F 192000 0 109 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I10F 192000 0 118 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I11F 192000 0 137 0.147 0.003
SVDSGD10I12F 192000 0 151 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I13F 192000 0 169 0.146 0.004
SVDALSWR10I1F 192000 0 4 0.142 0.004
SVDALSWR10I2F 192000 0 4 0.108 0.004
SVDALSWR10I3F 192000 0 5 0.083 0.003
SVDALSWR10I4F 192000 0 5 0.063 0.003
SVDALSWR10I5F 192000 0 6 0.043 0.002
SVDALSWR10I6F 192000 0 7 0.03 0.002
SVDALSWR10I7F 192000 0 8 0.023 0.001
SVDALSWR10I8F 192000 0 9 0.015 0.001
SVDALSWR10I9F 192000 0 11 0.008 0
SVDALSWR10I10F 192000 0 12 0.004 0
IBPC 192000 0 3 0.171 0.016
SO 192000 0 5 0.139 0.004
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Notebooks WRMSE results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
NTB 192000 0 1 0.068 0.002
UBShdpmrN2 192000 0 12 0.032 0.002
UBShdpmrN3 192000 0 11 0.032 0.002
UBShdpmrN4 192000 0 12 0.033 0.002
UBShdpmrN5 192000 0 12 0.034 0.001
UBShdpmrN6 192000 0 13 0.035 0.001
UBShdpmrN7 192000 0 13 0.035 0.002
UBShdpmrN8 192000 0 14 0.036 0.001
UBShdpmrN9 192000 0 14 0.037 0.002
UBShdpmrN10 192000 0 14 0.039 0.001
UBShdpmrN15 192000 0 16 0.044 0.001
UBShdpmrN20 192000 0 18 0.049 0.002
UBShdpmrN30 192000 0 19 0.051 0.002
UBEDN2 192000 0 3 0.025 0.001
UBEDN3 192000 0 2 0.027 0.001
UBEDN4 192000 0 3 0.028 0.001
UBEDN5 192000 0 3 0.029 0.001
UBEDN6 192000 0 3 0.031 0.001
UBEDN7 192000 0 3 0.032 0.001
UBEDN8 192000 0 3 0.033 0.001
UBEDN9 192000 0 3 0.035 0.001
UBEDN10 192000 0 3 0.036 0.001
UBEDN15 192000 0 4 0.043 0.002
UBEDN20 192000 0 4 0.048 0.002
UBEDN30 192000 0 4 0.05 0.002
UBPCN2 192000 0 2 0.027 0.002
UBPCN3 192000 0 2 0.028 0.002
UBPCN4 192000 0 3 0.029 0.001
UBPCN5 192000 0 3 0.03 0.002
UBPCN6 192000 0 3 0.031 0.002
UBPCN7 192000 0 3 0.031 0.002
UBPCN8 192000 0 3 0.033 0.002
UBPCN9 192000 0 3 0.034 0.003
UBPCN10 192000 0 3 0.035 0.003
UBPCN15 192000 0 4 0.05 0.005
UBPCN20 192000 0 4 0.073 0.009
UBPCN30 192000 0 5 0.085 0.014
IBED 192000 0 3 0.044 0.001
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UA 192000 0 0 0.045 0.001
IA 192000 0 0 0.052 0.002
IUA 192000 0 0 0.044 0.002
IAUA 192000 0 0 0.046 0.001
SVDSGD10I4F 192000 0 35 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I5F 192000 0 50 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I6F 192000 0 62 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I7F 192000 0 77 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I8F 192000 0 93 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I9F 192000 0 109 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I10F 192000 0 124 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I11F 192000 0 134 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I12F 192000 0 146 0.043 0.001
SVDSGD10I13F 192000 0 162 0.043 0.001
SVDALSWR10I1F 192000 0 4 0.044 0.002
SVDALSWR10I2F 192000 0 4 0.033 0.001
SVDALSWR10I3F 192000 0 4 0.025 0.001
SVDALSWR10I4F 192000 0 5 0.019 0.001
SVDALSWR10I5F 192000 0 6 0.013 0.001
SVDALSWR10I6F 192000 0 6 0.009 0.001
SVDALSWR10I7F 192000 0 7 0.007 0
SVDALSWR10I8F 192000 0 8 0.005 0
SVDALSWR10I9F 192000 0 10 0.003 0
SVDALSWR10I10F 192000 0 11 0.001 0
IBPC 192000 0 3 0.051 0.005
SO 192000 0 5 0.043 0.001
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Notebooks Tau results:
Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
NTB 192000 0 1 0.251 0.01
UBShdpmrN2 192000 0 12 0.104 0.006
UBShdpmrN3 192000 0 12 0.105 0.006
UBShdpmrN4 192000 0 12 0.105 0.004
UBShdpmrN5 192000 0 13 0.109 0.005
UBShdpmrN6 192000 0 12 0.111 0.005
UBShdpmrN7 192000 0 13 0.114 0.004
UBShdpmrN8 192000 0 13 0.116 0.005
UBShdpmrN9 192000 0 14 0.12 0.004
UBShdpmrN10 192000 0 15 0.124 0.004
UBShdpmrN15 192000 0 19 0.14 0.004
UBShdpmrN20 192000 0 21 0.156 0.005
UBShdpmrN30 192000 0 22 0.164 0.005
UBEDN2 192000 0 3 0.083 0.003
UBEDN3 192000 0 3 0.085 0.003
UBEDN4 192000 0 3 0.089 0.003
UBEDN5 192000 0 3 0.093 0.003
UBEDN6 192000 0 3 0.097 0.002
UBEDN7 192000 0 3 0.101 0.003
UBEDN8 192000 0 3 0.105 0.003
UBEDN9 192000 0 3 0.11 0.003
UBEDN10 192000 0 3 0.114 0.003
UBEDN15 192000 0 4 0.135 0.004
UBEDN20 192000 0 4 0.153 0.004
UBEDN30 192000 0 5 0.162 0.006
UBPCN2 192000 0 3 0.089 0.005
UBPCN3 192000 0 3 0.091 0.005
UBPCN4 192000 0 3 0.094 0.004
UBPCN5 192000 0 4 0.096 0.005
UBPCN6 192000 0 3 0.099 0.004
UBPCN7 192000 0 4 0.102 0.005
UBPCN8 192000 0 4 0.105 0.005
UBPCN9 192000 0 4 0.11 0.01
UBPCN10 192000 0 4 0.115 0.01
UBPCN15 192000 0 4 0.157 0.014
UBPCN20 192000 0 4 0.231 0.031
UBPCN30 192000 0 4 0.272 0.041
IBED 192000 0 3 0.146 0.004
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Builder Est. cases Non-Est. cases Time[s] Avg. Score Deviation
UA 192000 0 0 0.15 0.004
IA 192000 0 0 0.168 0.006
IUA 192000 0 0 0.144 0.004
IAUA 192000 0 0 0.149 0.004
SVDSGD10I4F 192000 0 34 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I5F 192000 0 47 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I6F 192000 0 62 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I7F 192000 0 76 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I8F 192000 0 90 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I9F 192000 0 103 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I10F 192000 0 118 0.146 0.003
SVDSGD10I11F 192000 0 134 0.147 0.004
SVDSGD10I12F 192000 0 149 0.146 0.003
SVDSGD10I13F 192000 0 165 0.147 0.004
SVDALSWR10I1F 192000 0 4 0.141 0.004
SVDALSWR10I2F 192000 0 4 0.108 0.004
SVDALSWR10I3F 192000 0 4 0.083 0.003
SVDALSWR10I4F 192000 0 5 0.063 0.003
SVDALSWR10I5F 192000 0 6 0.043 0.002
SVDALSWR10I6F 192000 0 8 0.03 0.002
SVDALSWR10I7F 192000 0 9 0.023 0.001
SVDALSWR10I8F 192000 0 11 0.015 0.001
SVDALSWR10I9F 192000 0 12 0.008 0
SVDALSWR10I10F 192000 0 14 0.004 0
IBPC 192000 0 3 0.402 0.04
SO 192000 0 5 0.249 0.049
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